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Abstract

This article aims to folillulatc a revitalセ ation smtegy for the afEliated fortress of thc Ming Great

Wall.The Adversarial lnterpret市 c‐ Structurc Model(AISM)eXtracts the oppositc hierarchical rules and

obtains a pair of silnplifled hierarchical topology 8Taphs.The directed line segments in thc advcrsarial

hierarchical topology graph reprcscnt the interrelationships betwecn the elemenも ,which are presented

in a topological hierarchy and can cぉ ily comparc the advalltages and disadvantages of thc

revitalization factors, which provides a bttis for subsequent revitalization strategy follllulation. The

adversarial hierarchical topology graph provides a new method for conserving and rcusing archttectural

herltage.
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1.Introduction

Historic buildings are part of cultural heritage, a1lowing us to revisit the past while

signiicantly impacting tourism. However, issues such as the lack of regional‐ speciflc

¨tivation models o■ en iead to unsatisfactory results in protecting and activating architecttlral

heritage.Therefore9 a scientiflc and systematic activation process and evaluation method are

particularly important.

The AdversariaHnterpretive‐ Structure Model(AISM),derived from systems engineering

research methods,can help us to make better systematic evaluations and thus to better control

and attust the inal pattemso When applied lo the evaluation of the hierarchical relationship

between the various act市 ation in■ uences,量 can weaken the suttectiVlサ Of the evaluation,

and the resulting topology graph can directly guide the follllation of the flnal activation plan.

Its systematic modd decision‐ making process can otteCtiVely calculate and compare the

llnportance hierarchy of the influencing factors and flnally provide targeted solutions in case

studies.

Taking the case of Zhenbei Fort in tlle Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region,China,this

article uses the Adversarial lntcrpretive‐ Structllre Model to evaluate the hierarchical

relationships ofactivation influencing factors obtained from the investigation.

2.Research OtteCt

The Ming Great Wa‖ fortresses are a series of forts,passes,and castles near the Great

Wall built on Chinがs northem border during the Ming Dynasty.These fortresses,which

usually oonsisted ofdefensive facilities such as walis,forts,and rnoats,were an important part

ofthe nodlem border defense of the A4ing Dynasty and one ofthe representatives of ancient
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